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Ground Floor retail unit available in popular
High Street area
Double fronted unit next door to Watson Bull
& Porter Estate Agents, with a frontage of 6.9
metres to Newport's busy High Street
Ground floor unit runs to a total area of 62.4m²
(671 ft²) including staff facilities
Retail space available to rent at £11,750 p.a. or
whole building may be offered for sale by
separate negotiation
LOCATION
Located in Newport High Street adjacent to St Thomas' Square and opposite The Guildhall. It is next
door to Watson Bull & Porter Estate Agents and close to Clinton Cards, Boots, Superdrug, and
Animal. Newport is the county town of the Isle of Wight with an immediate population of around
25,000 and a catchment of around 60,000 when operating as a shopping centre for the entire Island
population which is currently running at around 140,000. It is located in the centre of the Island, at
the head of the River Medina, which leads north to Cowes. It is well connected to the rest of the
island by the A3020 and the A3054 trunk routes, which run north & south and east & west
respectively from it. Newport is the key centre on the Island for administration and business and is
where the overriding majority of national multiple retail, leisure and food & beverage operators are
located. There is a retail park in South Street which includes Next and H&M which is adjacent to the
Bus Interchange and both Marks & Spencer and Morrisons occupy large sites close by. This is an
area of critical mass that is well known to the local population.
DESCRIPTION
Traditional double fronted shop unit with a frontage of 6.8 metres (just over 22 feet) to Newport High
Street. The ground floor unit itself runs to a total of 62.4m² (671 ft²) which includes a staff toilet and
small kitchenette to the rear.
TERMS
Offered with a new lease to rent at £11,750 p.a.
UNIFORM BUSINESS RATE
Rateable Value - £14,000 shop and premises
2020/2021 £0.412p without small business relief. Interested parties should make their own
enquiries of the Isle of Wight Council to confirm any rate liability or rate concession that may be
applicable by telephoning Business Rates on 01983 821 000.
VIEWING
Strictly by appointment with sole agents Gully Howard Commercial Property. Contact Gavin
Chambers or Morgan Williams on (01983) 301 434, Suite 11 Salisbury Gardens, Dudley Road,
Ventnor, IW PO38 1EJ. E: gchambers@gullyhoward.com or mwilliams@gullyhoward.com
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Whilst these particulars are believed to be correct neither the agent nor the clients guarantee accuracy nor are they intended to form part of any contract.
We have not carried out any survey. All offers are subject to formal contract. Interested parties must satisfy themselves independently as to VAT in respect
of any transaction. Gully Howard Chartered Surveyors and staff are not able to give any warranty or representation in connection with this property and
have not tested any plant, purchasers must satisfy themselves as to its condition. Plans are shown not to scale and for identification only, dimensions are
approximate and location plans may not show all current occupiers.

